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CHARLES WESLEY'S SHORTHAND
OLIVER

A.

BECKERLEGGE

When I entered Richmond College in September 1946, it was in a
bad state. For towards the end of the war, a flying bomb had fallen in
the grounds and its explosion had blown in windows and window frames,
and fetched down the plaster from walls and ceilings not to mention shattering glass from the book cases.
There were three or four of these bookcases in Dr. Harold Roberts'
large lecture room, containing what were obviously eighteenth century calfbound duodecimos. Greatly daring, I took out one or two of these volumes
smothered in broken glass and plaster and was horrified to find they were
John Wesley's own library. The College had been so recently reopened
that the authorities had not yet had time, in the midst of many more pressing needs, to tidy up these books. Receiving permission to clean and dust
and rearrange, I finally found among the books not only printed works,
but one or two volumes in manuscript of Charles Wesley's poems and
hymns. That led to correspondence with Frank Baker who told me of the
existence of many more Charles Wesley manuscripts, at which I worked
over the next twenty years, and it was in doing so that I first came across
some manuscripts written in Byrom's shorthand.
How was I to begin to learn to decipher it? It occurred to me that
somewhere in The Methodist Archives, then at City Road, London, there
might be Byrom's work expounding his system, and in inquiring of Dr.
J. C. Bowmer, then connexional archivist, I found that that was indeed
the case, and he sent me a photocopy of the one-page "Table containing
the Alphabet, the common words which the letters stand for, the Prepositions and Terminations" (fig. 1)- in other words, the key to Byrom, explaining that that was all I should need. In point of fact, I might have
found it far from sufficient, had I not discovered that one long poem existed
both in longhand and shorthand versions, and the comparison of the two
vvith one another and with the key enabled me to get the drift of Byrom's
systen1 in the course of time.
CHARLES WESLEY'S USE OF SHORTHAND
For what purposes, and on what occasions, did Charles Wesley use
the shorthand? There were five or six sorts of reasons for its use. (1) As
its na1ne in1plies, it is a shorthand- and therefore takes up much less room
than longhand. So that on many occasions it was used for that reason
only. (2) Charles Wesley wanted to make a correction, or more often, on
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second thought, write an alternative line or so, of verse when he had only
a very narrow margin in his manuscript in which to do so; shorthand was
the obvious answer to the problem. (3) On other occasions, for similar
reasons, he wanted to make brief notes; so when he received a letter he
would sometimes write on the back of it a shorthand summary of his reply.
(4) But the even more important feature of shorthand (at least to Charles
Wesley) was the fact that few people could read it- it would indeed be
interesting to know how people in Wesley's lifetime had in fact learned
it. The shorthand was then for Charles Wesley a secret code by which he
could record thoughts not intended for unauthorized eyes, and verses that
were very personal in nature. His Journal, parts only of which are still
extant, was published by Thomas Jackson in 1849, but Jackson was not
only limited to the portions of the Journal that had survived, but also
to the portions that he could read and transcribe. For the Journal, in the
nature of the case, was a private affair for his O\vn eyes only- it was never
a public apologia as was his brother's- and passages that were especially
private, whether a few words only, or a whole paragraph or so, were set
down in shorthand. Hence, we still await a full edition of Charles Wesley's
Journal.
(5) Another use to which Charles Wesley put the shorthand was in
writing whole poems. One manuscript, known as "MS Shorthand" contains four long poems, one of which, as I have said, exists also in longhand,
"An Epistle to a friend, July 1743"; the others are all in some measure
personal and autobiographical: "Come then, my soul, thou restless exile,
come," "Stillness, written for Lady Huntingdon" and "With humble, meek,
submissive fear," an early poem expressing his own desire for celibacywritten before he had met Sally Gwynne. The volurr1e originally contained
some 100 leaves and the majority of those torn out, together with those
that remain, were (from the evidence of the stubs) in shorthand. From
the nature of these poems it is not surprising that Charles Wesley did not
commit them to longhand or to later publication; they were too private.
All have now recently been published in The Unpublished Poetry of
Charles JiVesley. 1
(6) A final shorthand manuscript is a group of early sermons, eight
in number, though t\vo are clearly first drafts of others in the manuscript,
so we have in effect six sermons in all. These are written in a very ,clear
and large shorthand so that it would appear that Charles Wesley could
easily read his shorthand and used them as his material to take into the
pulpit. I-I ere the reason for the shorthand is clearly to save space and time.

'Edited by S T Kimbrough, Jr. and Oliver A. Beckerlegge, 3 vols., (Nashville: Abingdon/
Kingswood, 1988, 1990, 1991 ).
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BYROM'S SHORTHAND SYMBOLS
In Byrom's shorthand the principle (as, I suppose, in all systems of
shorthand) is to represent consonants by a symbol, vowels being indicated
by appropriately placed dots. But in three cases one symbol covers two
letters of the alphabet (or spoken sounds); thus/ & v share the same symbol, as do s & z and c & k. In several cases a symbol can take two possible
forms (three in the case of the symbol for /; for ease in connected writing),
conversely, English sounds requiring two letters are reduced to one
symbol- such are ch, sh, th (though in practice the symbol for t is often
used for th). There are further modifications in that the symbols can be
used to represent prepositions and terminations, and all of them can represent single common words, so that the symbol ford often is used for "and,"
the symbol for t is used for "the," and the symbol for ch for "which."
Examination of fig. 1 will explain all this more fully.
DECIPHERING CHARLES WESLEY'S SHORTHAND
As I said earlier on, I myself learned the shorthand with the aid of
one manuscript both in longhand and in shorthand. But I quickly found
I could easily be led astray. For were the two texts identical? In view of
the fact that Charles Wesley constantly revised his yet unpublished work,
identicality could by no means be assumed; and examination proved that
that was indeed the case. There were few examples of changes of individual
words; but on a number of occasions there were passages in the shorthand
which did not appear in the longhand version, and vice versa. Similarly,
in deciphering the sermons, I discovered that while in some of them he
quoted the homilies at length, I could not simply copy out from the text
of the homilies; for where Cranmer (who composed most of them) used
typical sixteenth century phraseology, involving a measure of tautology,
Charles Wesley would omit the superfluous phrase. The help in the form
of the longhand version or printed homily could easily be as much of a
trap as a help. The price of even approximate accuracy is, like the price
of freedom, eternal vigilance.
But there are further complications, the sort of complications caused
by Charles Wesley's practice in his use of shorthand as most of us use
our own longhand notes intended for our own use only. To take a simple
example, I myself, when writing my own notes, or first drafts, and the
like, regularly write ts for "themselves," esp. for "especially," and so on.
I imagine all my readers do the same thing. And Charles Wesley did the
same thing when writing shorthand. But where we reduce one word to
two or three letters, in shorthand he reduced two or three words to one
connected symbol, as if it were one word. It became almost a convention
with Charles Wesley to abridge such phrases as "for thee," "by thee," "of
his," "in the," "to be," "as it were," into one continuous symbol-and I
suspect many of these were used by others also. But Wesley goes further,
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and conflates other phrases into a couple of shorthand letters joined
together, often in the process leaving such words as 'the," "and," to be
understood from the context. My first encounter with this complication
was when I met the symbol jb; this could presumably stand for "fab,"
"feb," "fib," "fob," or "fub"- or something along those lines with possibly
a vowel before or after; but nothing fitted; most are not words. It was
only after some time, and looking at the context, that I realised that it
stood for "flesh and blood." Once one had realised this sort of thing was
possible, other similar abbreviations were sometimes easy to decipher:hg
clearly meant "Holy Ghost;" gg clearly meant "the glory of God" (one
had to supply the definite article); ng. meant "in general;" nn stood for
"not only."
CHARLES WESLEY'S SHORTHAND PROSE

One sees a good example of the complication just mentioned in the
text of the sermon on Romans 3:23-5 (fig. 2) where the shorthand reads,
literally, "I have snd and cnz sh. of gg; bing j.d frl bsg tr. the r. that is
in JC: wm gd hth set jrt tb a pro. tr. jth ns bid."
In this passage we find the recognized symbols for "have," "and," "of,"
''the" and "that." The obvious vowels to supply give us the words "all,"
"sinned," "come," "freely," "in whom," "God hath set forth" (remember
that t often represents thin the symbol for "through" (twice). But in three
cases we find a single letter, the initial letters of the words sh(ort),
j(ustified), r(edemption), and in another case we have the initial two letters:
pr.(opiation). Finally we find-what in any other context than a biblical
quotation would cause problems- the use of one shorthand "word" to
represent a phrase: so, as already indicated, gg represents "the glory of
God;" bsg represents "by his grace;" JC clearly stands for "Jesus Christ"
(unless Charles Wesley found it easier to write the shorthand JC, rather
than C.J., and would actually have said "Christ Jesus" as in the A V); tb
stands for "to be," and ns for "in his." One ought to add that the little
oblique detached stroke after the symbol for b gives us "being"- it is the
common abbreviation of the present participle.
This sort of treatment of the shorthand is fairly simple for us today
when, as here, it is a matter of a familiar quotation, and it would be even
more simple for Charles Wesley who had written it; it served tatber as
an aide memoire; so that he did not abbreviate to such an extent when
writing unmemorized words, i.e. his own sermons. But even then words
and phrases that were part of a preachers' natural vocabulary were subject to abbreviation. So with the opening sentence of his sermon he can
still trust himself to be able to read and interpret: "n ts ep. sg b t mth
js ap. first cnvnss t w. of sn, and tn of r." And what he is writing is: "In
this epistle [the] spirit of God by the mouth of his apostle first convinces
the world of sin and then of righteousness." Some of the required simplica-
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tion is obvious, but he even here reduces familiar words to the opening
consonant (preceded in two cases by differentiating vowels): epistle, apostle,
world, righteousness. He indicates the fact of the abbreviation by the use
of a dot underneath the symbol. But he again conflates two words into
one: sg signifies "[the] spirit of God," andfs signifies "of his." In the next
sentence he is quoting once more from the A V so that he can afford again
to abbreviate: "hrn s t rt of gd rvld frm h. g I ng and nrtsn of mn" ...
and so on. It reads of course (quoting Romans 1:18), "Herein is the
righteousness of God revealed from heaven against all ungodliness and
unrighteousness of men." It will be noticed that righteousness is reduced
to rt, ungodliness to ng., and "heaven" to its initial h; the g is used for
the word "against" (as in Byrom's key; see fig. 1) and so he continues.
It is worth commenting that these sermons are written in a fairly large
hand, a much larger hand than he normally employed, because he was
going to preach from them. But even so the pointing (as Hebraists would
say) is often missing, normally utilized when there might otherwise be confusion. There is no need to continue transcribing; the reader can compare
this shorthand with the full version in Thomas R. Albin's and my Charles
Wesley's Earliest Evangelical Sermons. 2

INSOLUBLE PROBLEMS?
At times, as one may imagine, one is finally left with apparently insoluble problems. There are, of course, cases where the abbreviation baffles
because a symbol is less well formed than was his wont; one is unsure
whether a slightly slanting stroke is a t, b, or r; or whether a very slightly
curved stroke is intended to be curved, or is it a straight line. Then of
course we can be seriously led astray as when an abbreviated word has
no final full stop to indicate its abbreviation, and so on. Often, and
especially in quotations, the context is sufficient to solve the problem. But
these single initial letters can give rise to other problems. Charles Wesley
is fond of the single initial h; and this may represent-"holy," "happy,",
"heavenly," "holiness," "happiness," or Hheaven," and the suffix "-ness"
is not always indicated. l'1ow the context tells us whether the word is a
noun or an adjective; but how can we be sure that, in a non-biblical phrase,
it is "holy" rather than "heavenly" or "happy"? As Martin Schmidt has
pointed out, 3 for the Wesleys (as for their mother) holiness and happiness
were virtually synonymous terms. So while one cannot, in such cases,
always be sure that one has transliterated Wesley correctly, one can
nonetheless be sure that one is not far from his thought.
2

An occasional publication of the Wesley Historical Society, (II ford: V/ esley Historical Society,
1987).
3
Martin Schmidt, John Wesley, a Theological Biography, translated by N. P. Goldhawk
(London: Epworth, 1962), I, pp. 101, 114, etc.
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There are occasions when one is completely beaten; and one must
graciously accept defeat! Better to leave a gap of a word or so, and leave
the readers to solve the problem, than make an inaccurate wild guess, and
lead them astray. To leave a problem for a few weeks sometimes enables
one to come back to it with a fresh mind that resolves the difficulty. An
example of this occurred in the deciphering of the manuscript sermons
by Thomas Albin and myself. In one place we came across the symbol
md, and, after repeated reading and (it was to be hoped) intelligent guessing, failed to find an interpretation. It was only when reading the proofs
(we had hitherto left the space blank) that it suddenly dawned on me that
the abbreviation represented, without any doubt at all "music and dancing" (quoting the conclusions of the parable of the Good SamaratanLuke 15 :25).
But Charles Wesley can be more obscure. In his desire to insure secrecy
he has another trick up his sleeve. Occasionally (happily only occasionally)
he will change the first consonant of a name for the preceding consonant
of the alphabet, and the problem is heightened by the fact that in such
cases only that single letter is used. Thus in the autobiographical poem,
"Come, then, my soul, thou restless exile, come,'~ we find the line:
And, weeping, kissed the lov'd r's name.

Here r represents s-and, with a vowel before it and the required three
syllables to fit in with the decasyllabic metre of the poem, "Aspasia's" is
clearly intended.
CHARLES WESLEY'S SHORTHAND VERSE
This mention of metre draws attention to the fact that Charles
Wesley's verse in shorthand is somewhat easier to decipher than his prose,
except when the prose is a biblical quotation. His verse is very regular:
he was a consummate artist and, allowing for the normal conventions of
English poetry (half-rhymes and the like), his metre and rhyme are determinative for the text. This obviously means that when a word or so is
difficult to decipher, the metre tells us how many syllables are represented;
and if the problematical word appears at the end of a line, the rhyming
line is a great help. So, in the poem headed "Matth[ew] 19:11, 12" (a poem
written when celibacy was making its appeal to the young Charles Wesley),
the opening lines run:
With humble, meek, submissive fear,
Dark, foolish, blind to what is best,
To Thee, my 1esus, I draw near,
And trembling urge my fond request. 5

4

See volume III, The Unpublished Poetry of Charles Wesley.
/bid.

5
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But in the shorthand the final word is indicated by the single symbol r,
followed by the full stop; the metre requires two syllables and the word
has to rhyme with "best"- hence "request" is the required word. Incidentally, the verse is clearly set down, normally two lines of verse to one line
of shorthand. (cf fig.3).
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CONCLUSION

One final word should be said, Wesley was an eighteenth century
Englishman, not a twentieth century Englishman or American. And he
wrote most of his shorthand, apart from small corrections in the margins
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of later poetical manuscripts, in the first half of his life. So his English
is the English of 250 years ago. In expanding his shorthand, we must resist
the temptation, in time of difficulty and doubt, to want to provide a solution at all costs, and so to coin a phrase or passage that would be quite
alien to Charles Wesley's vocabulary. In days when we, broadly speaking, no longer read the A V nor pray in the language of Cranmer, it is
essential that we learn to write in another language than that of our own
day, in Wesley's language, in other words, uneasy though we may feel
in using it. The Scriptures Wesley knew and quoted were the Scriptures
in the King James Version (A V), or the version of the Psalms in the Book
of Common Prayer. And even there we need to beware, because very occasionally the A V was updated after Wesley's day. The symbols trl can
represent "truly" and "thoroughly"- only the context can tell (and
sometimes either would be satisfactory); but Wesley would not, normally,
write or read "thoroughly" but "throughly" as we find in Psalm 51. It is
only by reading Wesley and his sources and immersing our minds, as it
were, in his language and vocabulary, that we can hope to reproduce his
shorthand in its true form. And that is the least debt we owe him.
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